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CAMELLIA
INTERIORS
With over 30-years’ experience
of designing coastal home, in the
high-end luxury market, Camellia Interiors has worked on everything
from grand coastal properties and penthouse apartments to quaint
cottages, townhouses and commercial premises.
As well as working direct with private clients, Camellia works closely
with architects, property developers and holiday let companies;
it also helps estate agents to advise potential buyers on suitable
investment properties and how to maximise a property’s potential
and add value.

creative

Whether it’s the blank canvas of a new build to the complete
re-configuration of a building, Camellia works on everything from
large-scale builds and renovations to simple room makeovers.
With a fantastic reputation and many years of experience in the
luxury holiday home industry, it is the go-to interior design agency
in Cornwall and one of the only qualified and accredited British
Institute of Interior Design practices in the county. Founder Elaine
Skinner, is the point of contact for all clients direct, helped by her
team of professionally qualified designers.

CORNWALL

www.camelliainteriors.co.uk
hello@camelliainteriors.co.uk
01872 248952

Six of Cornwall’s hidden gems in the creative sector

ANTHONY
GREENWOOD
Anthony’s creative and fine art background has led him to focus
on photography for over eight years. In particular, commercial
photography; providing clients across the south west and beyond
with creative imagery to enhance their marketing projects.
“I find understanding my clients’ individuality and balancing
their needs with creative solutions has always been key to my
methodology,” he says.
“Imagery is massively important for all businesses; it focuses and
entices current and future clients with personal and relevant visual
information, drawing them deeper into marketing schemes and sales.”
Anthony is always available for a chat and this helps him delve deep
into his clients’ requirements, pushing to find creative solutions in a
friendly and collaborative nature.
“I work across many disciplines
with my photography, from
food, architecture and interiors,
to portraiture and lifestyle. I
am always up for a challenge,
and have many happy regulars
coming back for new imagery
year on year.”
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Founded in 2013 by former BBC Journalist Lisa Woodruff, the
content marketing business serves the needs of small to mediumsized companies in the south west who don’t have the time,
budget or creative juice to write compelling content, copy and PR
to promote their products or services.
Addressing a real need for those companies who don’t have a
marketing department or dedicated marketing person, Lisa will step
in to help with one-off projects or as a regular freelance member
of the team. She works with a broad range of clients in the marine,
tourism, lifestyle and leisure industries. Key areas of expertise are
copywriting, proofreading, editorial, writing press releases and
distributing to her local media contacts.
Website content, newsletters, articles, blogs and copy for all
online and printed marketing material. Lisa is highly efficient and
approachable, and most of her clients are ongoing long-term
working relationships.

anthony-greenwood.com

SOLVE
WEB
MEDIA

CONTENT
MARKETING
CORNWALL

www.marketingincornwall.co.uk

When Lawrence Harmer first started designing websites back in
1998 (the same time Google itself was founded), little did he know
that his thirst for knowledge and innate design skills would see
him running his own creative digital design agency with 11 staff
members and over 250 clients worldwide 20 years later.
Solve takes a completely holistic approach to digital marketing.
Harnessing a combined skill set covering all aspects of digital
marketing from SEO and content optimisation to website design
and video production, Solve uses data-driven strategies that really
pack a punch. With a diverse range of clients from the world of
leisure and tourism, the arts, food, fitness and accommodation,
It’s an exciting time for Solve whose runaway success is built on
the success it brings to its clients. Building clients a solid online
foundation sees clients returning time and time again, with 90% of
business coming from recommendation.
www.solve.co.uk
info@solve.co.uk
01841 705 507

COAST 360
DIGITAL MARKETING

Coast 360 Digital Marketing combines creative flair and technical insight to help travel and tourism companies thrive and prosper online.
The team is expert in delivering content-driven marketing campaigns
to boost online visibility and generate bookings for its clients.
Founded in 2005 by Elliot Walker - a former journalist and travel
content producer for Virgin - Coast 360 has ridden the wave of
digital evolution. From blog writing and content marketing, trough
to digital PR and search engine optimisation, the company delivers
strategic campaigns to help its clients attract, engage and win new
customers online.
The Newquay-based company works almost exclusively with travel
and tourism companies, including hotels, cottage rental agencies
and tour companies in Cornwall and beyond. Coast 360 works
hard to ensure its clients are prominently positioned and top of
mind when visitors research and book their time away.

www.coast360.co.uk
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